Are you passionate about space and like to join a young, fast-growing startup?
Apply for an:

Internship for

MECHANICAL DESIGN
yuri is a space startup that takes science experiments or anything else to microgravity. We offer
services on the International Space Station, on space capsules, suborbital rockets or parabolic flights.
We’re looking for full time (40h) interns in our Meckenbeuren office.
Your tasks
§
Development of prototypes
§
Design, assemble, integrate, test of actual flight hardware
§
Prepare a business plan based on the calculated manufacturing costs of the prototypes, possible
savings when manufactured in small series and on customers` demands
You are the right person if you
§
are an enrolled student within mechanical, aerospace or automotive engineering or similar
§
have experience with CAD software (ideally Catia V6)
§
have experience with MS Office
§
are fluent in English and advanced in German
§
ideally have a driving license B (not a must)
You can expect
§
great responsibility from the start, you work on a real customer project
§
a steep learning curve, you’ll work together with the founders (experienced space engineers)
§
an awesome startup culture with team events, flexible working hours and a brand new office
Ready for the Challenge?
Send your application to philipp.schulien@yurigravity.com. We’re looking forward to your application!

Are you passionate about space and like to join a young, fast-growing startup?
Apply for an:

Internship for

Electrical Engineering / Mechatronics
yuri is a space startup that takes science experiments or anything else to microgravity. We offer
services on the International Space Station, on space capsules, suborbital rockets or parabolic flights.
We’re looking for full time (40h) interns in our Meckenbeuren office.
Your tasks
§
Design, develop and test PCBs and other commercial electric components
§
Programming and optimization of existing codes (Java, Python, C++)
You are the right person if you
§
are an enrolled student within electrical engineering, mechatronics, technical informatics or similar
§
have experience with MS Office
§
are fluent in English and advanced in German
§
ideally have a driving license B (not a must)
You can expect
§
great responsibility from the start, you work on a real customer project
§
a steep learning curve, you’ll work together with the founders (experienced space engineers)
§
an awesome startup culture with team events, flexible working hours and a brand new office
Ready for the Challenge?
Send your application to philipp.schulien@yurigravity.com.
We’re looking forward to your application!

Are you passionate about space and like to join a young, fast-growing startup?
Apply for an:

Internship in

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
yuri is a space startup that takes science experiments or anything else to microgravity. We offer
services on the International Space Station, on space capsules, suborbital rockets or parabolic flights.
Our mission is to bring the value of microgravity to entirely new industries and unlock new markets.
This is where you come in. We’re looking for a full time intern in our Meckenbeuren office.
Your tasks
§
Identify, analyze and prioritize suitable public and private markets for microgravity services
§
Prepare and take part in customer workshops, trade fairs, conferences, etc.
§
Support in developing the company’s sales strategy, managing our sales pipeline, cold-calling,
preparing presentations, managing our online and offline marketing channels and more
You are the right person if you
§
are an enrolled student in business, sales, marketing, business engineering or similar studies
§
ideally have first work experience in consulting, B2B sales or startup business development
§
think very analytical, show empathy for user needs and love to be around and persuade people
§
have an entrepreneurial and hands-on mindset and like to get things done (no corporate bullshit ;) )
§
are fluent in English and ideally fluent in German
You can expect
§
great responsibility from the start, your work will result in real customer (space) missions
§
a steep learning curve, you’ll work directly with the founders and are a full member of the team
§
an awesome startup culture with team events, flexible working hours and a brand new office
Ready for the Challenge?
Send your application to mark.kugel@yurigravity.com. We’re looking forward to hearing from you!

